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Service Should Improve·

U;. Library Reorganizes
By Charles McElwee
tain types of materials," he said.
Vassallo said the idea of
A gradual but significant im- The point is to avoid duplication grouping people according to the
provement in services is ex- of effort, Vassallo said. ·
type of material they handle
pected to be the result of an in~
Three of the teams will be should make for a better flow of
ternal reorganization of respon- charged respectively with com- material and more continuity of
sibilities at the UNM General , plete responsibility 'for !hero- effort.
· Library.
.
American materials cataloging,
He said planning for the
Dean of Library Services Paul music and non-book cataloging reo.rganization took about a year.
Vassallo yesterday said, "The im- (non-books include. publications
.. This is the culmination of
provement will be dramatic, but in microformats), and serials many months of discussion," he
it won't be all of a sudden.''
cataloging.
said. "At each level of the
.
.
The change for the better will
"A ·general cataloging team will process members of the staff
become more .and more a.pparent handle all other materials. Two have had an opportunity to
with the passage of.time, he said. other teams, catalog records and- provide input."
The heart of the new policy file maintenance, will be responThe LOBO asked Vassallo
sible
for
the
a.ccuracy
of
catalog
~hich '!aS announced Monday is
whether additions will be made
.
a reorganization of the technical records, and the quality of the to the library staff.
services division and the sear- filing systems.
(Continued on page 5)
lite
must have attended UNM for at ehing operation of the collection
ring general least two semesters immediately development division. These are
Wednesday, prior to their election. Can- the groups respo;1sible for or..
1 Commission
didates for senate must have at- dering, receiving and cataloging
rirst meeting tended UNM· for at least one · library .materials.
semester priot to election, but
The reorganization will apply
cted include have no minimum credit hour to the entire General Library,
which includes the Zimmerman,
ent, vice- requirement.''
The new style includes the
I n add it ion to petition Fine Arts and William J. Parish
The traditional curriculum at
!n at-large
"mastery
system" which means
requirements
and
deadlines,
the
Memorial
libraries.
the
UNM
College
of
Nursing
will
ewly revised
the
student
has three chances in
Vassallo said all functions be completely phased out by the
proposed commission also set the deadlines
,r also slated ~ governing campaigning, election previously carried out by the ·end of this semester, said B. which to complete each excontestnient.-and the man~.atory catalog and processing depart-. Louise Murray, Dean of the perience on a pass fail system,
and take the exams w.hen they
· ments, plus other searchintt ··College of Nursing. .
.
recently ap- candidates' meeting.
, ..All · pr&apecdve· -.eandi~at•r~·.dufie.•· :W..iJI: .b(i .cerdr•Jizca <in· a . _..The traditional ~urric~wum .feel· they· are ~ready. Students
-Gc»mmission
department
'called wu inflexible and out of date, the work at their own pace.
es over the who have met the petition ·new
whole idea behind nursing il!j to · "Longer than two years may
ermined the requirements must attend the bibliographic control.
The new department will be help people cope with their · be spent at the junior and senior
deadline and candidates' meeting on Friday,
levels without penalty of failure,
Mar. 26 in room 250-C of the SUB split into six ..teams" which will illnesses," Murray said.
Style, content and teaching if the student chooses," said
1g petiti()DS at 5 p.m.," Klein said. ••At that have newly defined responmethods were the three major Joann Weiss, College of NursJng
Monday and time, prospective candidates will sibilities, Vassallo said.
(Continued on pare 5'
• (Continued on par~ sJ
.. Certain groups will get cer- cha~ges, sh:' said.
~railable until
"All persons
lidate for an
aeir petitions
e (room 242,
Wednesday,
By Tim GaDa1her
lida.tes are
"Inadequate" is the word that
~ 75 valid almost everyone is using to
~ir petition.
describe the facilities and
lnd vice- capabilities of the telecomate petitions munication division of the speech
·es. Only un- communication department.
61
ItS who are
This is .an inadequate system
M or those for the needs of the students,"
~ paid their
said Estelle Zannes, associate
~ible to sign
professor of speech communications.
ASUNM at"Obviously, the program is
ld ex-officio . inadequately, funded,'' said John
1ctions Com- Perovich, vice-president for
spective can- business and finance who visited
at least 25 the telecom studio a few weeks
ne required ago.
The telecommunication
candi_datks division ol the speech comnatures than munication department educates
1e signatures students in the area of television.
,. Sanderoff The television studio is in the
~cial security telecom office building at 1801
so be · listed Roma NE. There are two black
•
by Dan II err era
~tures to in- and white television cameras, an
audio board· and a director's Estelle Zannes of the Telecommunications Division of the Speech Communication OepartM
thasized that board and Zannes said a problem ment said this director's board "is inadequate for the students' needs."
rs who meet' develops 16everyday. We only
iiThat is just simply not
"This studio is much too small
"It would be for $5 million per
[)r office are ·have· one maintenance person to enough," said Zannes. "In an and we have a problem in how year for the next five years· if
1 otfice," Sanfix all the problems that emergency we might be able to limited we are with lights/' Zan- passed and we hope to receive a
All prospec· develop."
get some money from the College nes said.
substantial amount," Perovich
1t have mainThe maintenance man is paid of Arts and Sciences."
Perovich recognizes the space said. He said the dental hygiene
index of 2.0. $3.60 per hour and works 34
In addition to the lack of funds problem and feels it might be building would probably be first
·esideht and hours per week. Besides his thed~vision.receives, Zannes also solved if a bond issue for ar- on the priority list that Perovich
have earned salary, the division has $250 had complaints about the· lack of chitectural aid to institutions of is now establishing. Other
dit hours and allocated to it annually for fur- . ~pa~e and the poor quality of the higher learning is approved by buildings in need would be
~e~t\v,ly,,ap., · niture:and e9uipment repa,irs•.
.equ•pment· they. have •.................New .Mexico voters. this·fi!IJ.•.•.... ,
NN~·~·•~·· •· •••• •• , •Wontinuedon pare 21 ·, ,•,
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New Mastery System

TV Division Equipment Inadequate
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NORML Head to Speak Toni

o

By Howard Pace

~
As part of their continuing ef·
.., fort to decriminalize the use of
~ marijuana in New Mexico, the
New Mexico branqh of NORML
o has invited Frank Fioramonti to
.g lecture on the realisti~ penalties
...:l delivered through the uses and
abuses of marijuana.
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f'1oramont1 wlll .speak m the
SUB Ballroom tomght at 8 p.m.
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Fine F•rnlture
Collect.blea

3500 Central S.E. ,
Mexico, 87106

He represents the New York
chapt~r ?f NORML (National
Orgamzatwn for the Reform of
' Marijuana Law~).
. .,
· A non·proftt organ•.zat1o,n,
NORML
works
pr1marlly
through the legislative bra~ches.
of governmen.t. Its goal IS to
change both City and state laws
across the country to make the
possession of marijuana a lesser
offense.
.
·
Yesterday Fioramonti was interviewed by KUNM·FM on
NORML's progress across the
couhtry and on marijuana laws in
general,
"The Supreme Court can look
at the marijuana issue in the
same manner as abortion hiws
were
considered,''
said
Fioramonti. Several states have
already changed their laws on
marijuana. "The Supreme Court
could watch the progress of such

everybody's invited
to the

(Continued from page 1)

of

Morris Udall's .
campaign headquarters
at
.
3010 Central S.E.
across from the Lobo Theatre
Also Volunteers are needed
so come on down or call
255-5596 or 247-2178

II'S
LATER
YOU

SOLAS members lntercsted li1 going to Latin
Am. st. Confcrunce In lias Cruce;s, March 11·13, ,
see JQhn, rm 3096,Mesn VJsta, before noon today. ~
...
Career Service'.s· Ctr Special Recrviting Event

Wagoowbe!}L'i Square Dance Club meets every
Thursday, 7 p.m. in Johnson Gym Rm. 176. Part·
ner.~ are not. rcqu(red.

All·day,· used·book sale. inexpensive pric~s.
Thllrsclay 1 on the Mall, sponsored by Phi Alpha

FranJ.c Fioramonti

Theta, {History club), alllypcs o( books available.

issues and make a c()ilrt decision
in the same manner," he said.
Fioramonti said legalization is
different from decriminalizing
marijuana. A national survey
shows most people favor
decriminalization rather than
legalization of marijuana~ he said.

Facilities

Student Uealth Doard meets Thur:>du_y, -1:45
p.m., rm 203, Health Ctr. Stude11ts with com~
plalnts/suggt~st!qns on Student Hc:alth care are

welc::omc.
CI!EWS, mocls Thursday, 6:45 p.m .. Sociology
Bldg.lo d!S<uss World Food Day, AprilS. Open lo
all.

n js imperative that all present nnd prospective

Attt'lntionlienlth Science .atudentsl Please help
save a HCe today by donating a pinto( blood. The
Bloodmobile will be at BCMC second floor lab
Thuroday, 11:30a.m,lo 5:30p.m.
NORML film·.lecture- Qn "Futllre Scholek,
Marijuana: Assassin or Youth," WednesdJ;Ly, 8

p.m., SUB Ballroom,

C,SUB
• Student's Self·Awareness Group. Trovbled by
alcohol abuse? Come to a discussion, Wednesday,
Mar<h 10, 8 p.m., rm 230, SUB,

rnro meeting on UNM summer session in
Guadalajara, Mexico, Wednesday, March 10, 1-3
p.m., lntcrnationa1 Ctr, 18(18
iriVjted.
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Italian Subs
in the
Quivira
Book Shop
111 Cornell S.E.

I~as

Lomas NE. All

NewMexieo .

Paul Vassallo

... Library

Vol. 80

No.111

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
~'\lbuquerque, N .M, 87131
.
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102,277-4202

.

The New Mexico Dally Lobo is published
Monday through _Friday every regular weeK
of t.hc University year and weekly during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
Sc<ond <lass postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the academic year,
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Dally Lotio are those or the
author solely. Unsigned oplnlon Is that or the
editorlnl board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Dally Lobo necessarily
reprcsenls the vinws otthe University of New

or

Mexico,

·Espresso
Orange Juice
Croissant

PUTITALl:rOGETHE~_IN~~-~~RCEROTC

I

LARGER.
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. . butterlleld
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THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS

NOWin-·-.

The new 120-page HP-21 Application Book-a $10 value-can
be yours free if you buy an HP-21 now. Contains major sections
on Statistics, Mathematics, Finance, Navigation, Surveying,
Conversions. Gives you 50 valuable applications to heIp you
get the most from your HP-21 Scientific Calculator.
The HP-~1 puts incredible problem-solving power in your
hands-at the remarkably low price of only $100. You get:
32 preprogrammed functions and operations.
Including rectangular/polar coordinate conversion, register
arithmetic, common log evaluation and trig functions in
radians or degrees.
Two display options.
You can select fixed decimal, the most commonly-used
notation, or scientific notation. When a number is too
large or too small for fixed decimal, the HP-21
automatically switches to scientific.
I •
RPNiog1c.
The professional error-saving system, with 4-memory
stack, lets you solve problems your way-without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies
or restructuring beforehand.
Uncompromising HP quality.
One reason Nobel Laureates, astronauts and
1,000,000 other professionals own and depend
on Hewlett-Packard calculators.
Get your HP-21 today, complete with owner's
handbook, battery pack, recharging unit and soft
· carrying case with handy belt loop at only $99.95
Take advantage of this special value on the
HP-21 today. Offer good only between
January 15 and March 15, 1976.
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120 Harvard S.E.

.,,

FOR SALE
cLAssRooM

'MASTER CHARGE and BANK AMERICARD ACCEPTED

Same Telephone Nttmber:· 262~0066·
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Watch For Our
Re-Opening

~fl{~~~
~ll~~a1tb
Italian Subs
in the
Quivira
Book Shop
111 Cornell S.E.

•

"We're just trying to do a better job and provide service a lit·
tle better than. you people have
had to tolerate in the past," be
said.

w
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Hippo Ice Cream

EXTENSIVE ME·TAPHYSICAL: RENTAL LIBRARY
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The Elections Commission will
meet again tomorrow at 5 p.m, in'
room 242 of th~ SUB. Polling ·
locations and other campaign
regulations will be discussed.

Vassallo said one effect of the
reorganization "is that we've
already been -able to begin
working on the famous backlog
(of unsbelved material).

::E
a:

Open 7:30am, Mon.-Sat

T'ai Chi Cllih

The UNM Fo!kson~r Club "'"''I' Th~ro.

10 p.m.ln SllB Rm. 250·0. All wclcomcJ

CIJ

$1.25

6 BLOCKS SOUTH OF ED BLACK'S CHEVROLET)

~
~
~
~

"Independent campus groups,
who endorse candidates, can
spend a maximum of $10 in
publicizing their endorsement,"
Sanderoff said. "No ASUNM
monies, either indirectly or direc·
tly, may be used by these groups
for this purpose. Candidates are
not responsible for these groups'
, expenditures or actions, and
these expenditures are not applied to the candidate's spending
limit,"
'

Fic~:~t~ CoJl;m. meeta Wednesday, M"r~h 10,·

. 4:30 ),.m~, Chktlho StudiC:ls •

<-"

Continental Breakfast

BOO~S

The Elections Commission also
established
expenditure
limitations on independent cam·

pus organi?ations who endorse
specific candidates,

"I sure as bell hope so. We expect that the administration will
be giving us additional staff in
the coming year," he said.

We are moving on MARCH 11th ! !
~
RICK CRAMER'S
OPEN MIND· BOOKSTORE g
· ~ will/ocate at 820 San Mateo S. E. ~

g NEW AGE

"Senatorial candidates are
limited to $25, vice-presidential
·candidates are limited to $50 and
presidential candidates are
limited to $75," Kl!lin said. "All
expenditures, including cam·
paign literature materials, prin·
ting costs or rentals, whether
donated or bought, must appear
on the candidates' financial
statement as part of their limited
expenditures, However, any
form of donated labor is not considered as an expenditure. Candidates with questions con. cernlng expenditures should
check with the Elections Commission."

(Cot)tinucd from page 11

~
~

g(

be informed of their eligibility,
draw for ballot positions, and will
be briefed on campaign rules ;~nd
procedures, If a prospectiye candidate cannot attend, a represen·
tative can be sent."
Campaigning cannot begin un·
til Saturday, Mar. 27, absentee
ballots will be available Apr. 1,
all campaign material must be
removed from campus areas no
later than 12:00 p.m., Sunday
Apr. 11 and Wednesday, Apr. 14
was set as the las~ day to contest
the election and the deadline for
filing
campaign
financial
statements by candidates.
Limits on campaign expenditures,
which
are
Pstablished by law, were
reviewed by the commission.

DAILY LOBO

Electrons- Commission meets Thursday, 5 p.m.,
rm 242, SUB. Everyone welcome.

Watch For Our
Re-Opening

,

State Rep. Lcn~on M"alry speaks on re.:;enL
legislative ~es~ion at the UNM Democrats
meeting Wedncsdny, March ,10, 7:30p.m., rm 23~·

~QQQQQ~Q~~~~~~Q~QQQQQQQQQQQIQQ.QQQQQQQ

on
1 APRIL 76 , time runs out for you to
enroll in the 2·year Air Force ROTC Program on
this campus. And here's what you'll be missing:
• $100 a month, tax-free, during your junior and
·
senior years.
• the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship
(including tuition, lab fees, the works).
• a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon
graduation.
plus
• a future where the sky is no limit.
Contact ·MAJOR NOEL F. AUSTIN .
277-4502/4602/4230
•
at ____~----~--------~--~----(Available only to college juniors or students
having at least 2 academic years left before
graduatliJn.)

•.•• ••.•••-•.••a •••-.•••••••••·.,.,...-.

Shop, basem_(fhtofthc Student Union.

members of Student 'Health Donrd c::ontad Mike
Dcnavldc~ at Student Gov. offlce, 27Hifi28.

geography, Marron Hall (jour·
nalism), speech communication,
architecture and engineering.
Concerning the equipment,
Zannes said, "It seems kind of incredible that we have the poorest
equipment as far as tools are concerned. We are not in the
business of training people to be
camerapersons or what have you,
but we recognize that we have to
have adequate equipment.
"There are 250-300 students
• using this equipment, and we
have no. quarrel with them, ~E,t •
the equipment. needs constant attention.
"We Jive in a world of color,
but our equipment is still in the
black-and-white fifties. The
students we graduate are han·
dicapped to a degree because
they lire unfamiliar with equipment they might come across,"
be said.
Zannes said; "We are in a con·
stant battle to get more funds
with the other departments and
this place is so bad that some
students have to sit on the floor
during classes."
·
Perovich did not say whether
the department would receive ·
additional funds for repair or
maintenance, but he did say if the
bond proposal is turned down
this fall, then the chances for im·
proving the space problems in
the studio are "very poor."

wor~s}Jop

for making face
masks Thursday 1 to 2 p,m,, the ASUNM Crafts

lM" Ski Meet, Thursday, March 11, events for
women and men, meet at top o{ tram, 1 p.m., filr•
thcrinfo call, 277-5423 or· 4347. ·
Photo by Howard Pace

.A plaster·castl.ng

Mountain Club general meeting-movie t()d.:if,
7:30p.m .. rm 129, SUB,

for Educatora, April 8-9, Sign-up for lntervJew_s
begin·nJna-Marclll0 1 rm 2131, Mesa Vista South·

(ConUnut!d rrom page 1)

G,and Opening

.

ASUNM Election Set for April 7

£) butterlif'lfl
YOU~ PERSONAL SERVICE

je1r.eler8..-~l
!@,
Opposite the Broadway ~
2411 SAN PEDRO NE

;401.Wyombig.:Olvd. N.E.
'Phone (50.5)·265-7981 ·

Ask for Student Discount
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The Quality Of La Posada Food

GREETINGS! New Mexico PIRG is four months old now. And, as we learned
during our recent attendance at the National PIRG Conference in Iowa, "baby PIRG's"
have problems that are unique from older, more established PIRGs. One is getting
the first newsletter "off the ground" with sparsely feathered wings. But here it is,
NMPIRG's first newsletter, our first attempt to let you
know what NMPIRG has done s.o far and what it is
presently working on.
·
For those of you unfamiliar with our structure, NM

By James Owen
Mr. Lockett:
I think several things could be
Once again, I have been severely done:
(1) The mandatory requirement
disappointed in the performance of
your culinary personnel in regard to that dormitory residents buy meal
the quality of food served in La tickets at La Posada could be
Posada. For instance, the Cornish abolished;
game hens served for dinner on
(2) A new Food Services
Saturday, 6 March 1976, were Manager could be hired; or
satisfactory, except that they were
(31 The cooking personnel could
COLD; not hot, nor warm, nor be replaced or trained properly.
cooled, but COLD. I took the first
Proposition (1 ), above, was
one back to get a hot one. One of brought to the attention of the
your serving personnel got me UNM Housing Committee on 26
another, which was only slightly February 1976. Their answer to
warmer, and told me that they were this, taken verbatum from the
all like my second one.
minutes of that meeting, is as
Since I had arrived at La Posada follows:
at 5:00 p.m. (dining hours for din"A. Michael Rudd indicated that
ner-4:30. p.m.-6:30 p.m.), .I can residents were interested in the
----:-~~~IA:;~ou?
find absolutely no justification or reasons why students were
GIVING 1\ WI NOW, YOU '2>1-\0U~D S~~
excuse for the game hens being required by the Housing Contract
1
MY 10 10 fORM[''
cold, as you can plainly see, I to purchase a meal ticket. He said
arrived
at La Posad less than half- that many students wished to
lllmnmmnmlmllmlmlllllmmmllm•mlette rs.tllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllluuummm
way through dinner meal hours.
reside in the halls, but would prefer
My question is, what is going to to eat off-campus. Mr. Schulte and
be done about such needless oc· Mr. Lee provided a variety of ·
currences? For example, I have reasons for this policy inclusive of
read the minutes of the Food Ser- the following points:
(1) Over 65% of the current
vices Committee meeting held on
18 February 1976. Most of the an- residents hall population participate
swers to complaints received about in the 7 day meal plan-this is
the food were some of the most evidence of the level of interest in a
Editor:
run-around-the-point, say-nothing full meal plan; 121 an optional meal
I. recently had the extremely disgusting and frustrating experience of answers I have ever come across:
pla.n would certainly decrease pargomg to the Student Health Center Walk-in Clinic for "urgent" care and
"C. Lasagna Mushy. This.dish,. ticipation which would result in an
bei!'9. forc~d ~o wa!t one a~d one-half hours before even being seen. Not was probably overcooked. The 'increased cost for those residents
satiSfied With 1nsultmg one s personage with such bureaucratic ineptitude
supervisor could be contacted on who elect to continue taking meals
the attending aide, upon seeing the nature of my problem, stated that ~ this and entree returned. The in the dining hall· (31 fixed costs of
do~tor ':"'ould be called for further advice; another half hour passed, while I cooking staff will be counseled on operating a food ~ervice remain apwa1ted m one of the rooms, before a doctor came by. In itself the service preventing this problem."
proximately the same for 100 or
(i.e. a~titude and expe~tise of the personnel) was satisfactory,' but to have
"E.
Rolls ssrved over 1,000 students-the more students
to wa1t so very long 1s frustr~ting. I have been to the reputedly horrid vyeekend-hard. Corrective ac- that participate in the plan, the
emer'!;Jency r~om at BCMC, where stories of long waits are epidemic, but t1on has been taken to see that this lower the delivery price; (4)
even there, w1th 15 to 20 persons waiting ahead of me, I never had to wait does not occur again. It seems that inadequate cooking facilities exist
longer than one and one-half hours; at the Student Health Center there the rolls were not placed in the in the residence halls-the propenwere only six persons ahead of me. I have no doubt that many students refrigerator."
sity for non-meal ticket holders to
have waited as long; the mere existence of such a fact is the problem.
"H. Next steak night, please cook in the residence halls presents
To add injury to insult, I was giveri a prescription and (in retrospect) 1 put out steak knives. The next sanitation problems and electrical
foolishly went to the pharmacy on the 2nd floor; the prices 1was charged 'special' meal will be prime rib. The circuit overload problems. Mr.
knives always seem ·to be a Schulte is scheduled to discuss this
were grossly exorbitant.
problem with steak."
topic with RHSA at the next
The
list
could
go
on.
Item
4A
was
meeting ofthatbody.'' .
I wish to stress that the personnel were most friendly and when 1finally·
a
list
of
11
items
on
which
com·
saw a doctor, he was most helpful. But the wait was awful· rather than
plements
were
received.
Items
4B
My
replies
to the above
calling the clinic 'Walk-in' it should be renamed 'Sleep-in': The center
4R
were
complaints
and
"reasons"
are
(1)
that 65% of the
through
should provide cots for sleeping rather than chairs.
"answers.'' I will leave it up to you dormitory residents having 7 day
to decide whether these answers meal plans does not necessarily inDonald B. Jeffries really say anything, then whether dicate "evidence of the level of in·
anything was really done.
terest in a full meal plan." Many of

U. Health Center Clinic:

A Frustrating Experience

DOONESBURY
•

by 'Garry Trudeau
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the students who live in the dormitories- and with whom I have
spoken concerning the food at La
Posada have told me that 7 day
me111 plans provide a means of
socializing on weekends, indicate a
lack of money or a lack of ·
willingness to spend money on
food off campus, or simply did not
know anything about the quality of
the food at La Posada, which
declines considerably on weekends. These are their primary reasons
for having a 7 day meal plan. None
of them mentioned the "high"
quality of the food as a reason, or
even an excuse, for having a 7 day
meal-plan.
121 Why should those dormitory
residents who would rather not participate in any form of meal plan be
forced to subsidize those who do?
(3) Since fixed costs are the
same for 100 or 1,000 students,
fewer students means less food to
be bought at one time, which
means that more food could be
brought to La Posada at one time,
which means fewer deliveries and,
hence, lower delivery costs. Also
since it only costs you, I believe, s3
cents per serving and since you are
charging each student $1.22 (17
weeks x 20 meals per week-340
meals-divided into $415.501 per ser·
ving, I find your contention that
fewer students would raise the cost
of meal tickets due to higher fixed
costs ·per student rather hard to
believe.
(4) The cooking facilities in the
residence halls could be considerably improved. You ask where
the money could come from? The
69 cents extra that the residents
pay for each meal could be used.
Besides, the university had the
money for the duck pond, didn't it?
Perhaps university priorities should
be re-examined.

Stand Off at the
Old "Porkbarrel"
NMPIRG scored a big victory during the Christmas
vacation which saved local residents over $100,000.
We were sorry more UNM students were not around to
witness it.
One week before Christmas a group of frantic
Albuquerque residents came to the PJRG office and
asked for help. The City of Albuquerque was planning
to pave the alleyways behind their homes, and each
homeowner was to be charged from $500 to $1000 to
finance the plan. More than 50% of the notified, af·
fected residents had formally protested as individuals
at a November hearing. Buf the city was continuing
with its paving plans. One of NMPIRG's chief concerns
was that many UNM students live on some of the
blocks included in the assessment Their rents would
surely-be raised! The board decided to launch an all out
campaign on the residents' behalf.
NMPIRG coordinated the effort and organized a
strong protest. It was clear the city had no intention of
giving advance notice of the Dec. 29th City Council
meeting which would decide once and for all the fate of
the alleyway paving plans. A house to house leaflet
campaign solved this problem.
On the evening of Dec. 26th, representatives of every
city block included in the plan held a press conference
at the Museum of Albuquerque. It was decided that
should the Albuquerque City Counctl approve· the
paving project, NMPIRG would file a class action com·
plaint against the city. Throughout the week NMPIRG
and the residents· kept the city councilors' telephone
lines busy. The local news media gave the issue wide
coverage and supported the protest.
The issue came to a head on the evening of Decem·
ber 29th when citizen-protesters filled the City Council
Chambers. City Councilor Alan Reed, sympathetic to
the needs of citizens and·students, proposed that any
block which was even in part residential be excluded
from the paving plan. The proposal passed A few hundred Albuquerque residents and many UNM students
were spared expenses which had very nearly b~en for·
ced down their throats, and NMPIRG won a hard
fought victory.

(5) The electrical circuits ifl any
building are designed to take considerably more current than is normally used. If the cooking facilities
were to be improved, the logical
and c~rrect way to improve them
w~~ld also be to provide proper
w1nng.

Perhaps few other people have
publically expressed much irritation
about the quality of La Posada foott
and the requirement that dormitory
residents buy meal tickets, but that
· can be changed. Several of the dormitory residents with 'whom I have
spoken including members of the
Hokona Hall Residents' Council,
have
expressed
complete
Willingness to use what ever 'means
necessary, including more letters,
(more) adverse publicity', and the
use of outside agencies, to get an
improvement of the food and
abolition of the requirement that
dormitory residents buy meal
·
tickets.
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PIRG is a rion·profit organization functioning this year on budget 5llocations from
GSA and ASUNM and operaqng almost entirely on the efforts of one staff person
and nine elected student board members. Next fall we will swing into full operation
with undergraduate and graduate funds and a full-time professional staff of lawyerli
and scientists. The staff recruitment campaign has
already begun.
Read on; we hope sorne of the excitement we feel
will rub off!

Challenging
Senate Bill- 1
One of NMPJRG'S most successful endeavors of the
past four months was a campaign launched to build op·
position to Senate Bill 1. SB·l, a revision of the federal
criminal code, has been called "the most repressive
piece of legislation ever considered by the U.S.
Congress." The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
had 2600 objections to the bill.
Chris Perry, a former NMPIRG Board of Directors
member, initiated and arranged for a visit by Frank
Wilkinson, Director of the National Committee Against
Repressive Legislation (NCARL). Wilkinson spent three
days in Albuquerque during early October giving radio
and TV interviews, making public appearances, and
just generally trying to educate people as to the nature
of SB-1.
NMPIRG executive director, Elaine Baca arranged
speaking engagements for various students to speak
about SB-1 to various .labor, church, minority and
women's organizations. The result was that several
local organizations sent formal resolutions to members
of our congressional delegation condemning the bill.
Using the PIRG office as headquarters, Tom Hysom,
new board member, Andrea Smith and Ed Newbold,
old PIRG activists, formed "The Albuquerque Coalition
to Defeat Senate Billl." Radio talk shows, information·
al tables set up at diverse locations around the city,
and speaking engagements at high schools and various
other local groups all contril:futed to the b(Jilding op·
position to SB·l in New Mexico. A petition drive col·
lected nearly 5000 signatures, which were sent to our
In August, 1975, Ralph Nader's Public Interest
U.S. Congressmen. A letter writing campaign resulted
in such a huge amount of correspondence concerning
Research Group revealed that uranium rhiners, mill
workers, and their families near Grants, New Mexico
SB-1 to our congressmen, that Sen. Pete Dqmenici
were being supplied drinking water that exceeded
said he had received· more mail on this .issue than any
federal and state standards for radioactivity and toxic
other since he had been in office. Efforts to get the New
metals. In some instances drinking water exceeded
Mexico Democratic and Republican parties and the
levels of contamination permitted in waste water. PIRG
Albuquerque City Council to pass resolutions opcharged, "Not only is the water unfit to drink, it is unfit
posing SB·l were successful. The desired result of all
even as waste water."
the above activities came late in November when our
The sources of contamination were identified by the
four congressmen publicly stated their opposition
EPA's Office of Radiation Programs as the uranium
to SB-1.
mining and milling activities of Kerr McGee Nuclear
Similar public outrage in other parts of the country is
Corp. and United Nuclear Corp.
in part responsible for the successive delays in getting
The New Mexico Environmental Improvement
the bill out of the Senate Judiciary Committee. An
Agency has forced the companies to provide potable
ACLU amended version, HR 10850, has been inwater at the work .sites and trailer camps. All non·
troduced in the House, but action there is being delayed
potable supplies have been 1)1arked The EIA has.also
to see what the Senate does with SB·I. Senators Mike
initiated additional studies to assess the adverse en·
Mansfield and Hugh Scott are pushing for some token
vironmental and public health effects of uranium
compromises on SB·l, but some of the more obmining and milling..
jectionable sections would remain.
NMPIRG is concerned that with the passage of time
NMPIRG is watchdogging the situation for further
ground water contamination and the consequent public
· and the proposed compromises, the New Mexico
health threat that may result from rapid development of
Congressional Delegations might vote for the passage
uranium resources in the area. Over 99% of the public
of SB·I. So last week we followed Up our earlier push
water supplies in the state are from underground sour·
with a press release, letters toour congressmen and let·
ces. We have urged the EIA to take effective· measures
ters to the editors of local dailies. The object is to
now to prevent further contamination.
remind the public and our representatives of their
NMPIRG is initiating a project to pinpoint other
earlier commitments against the bill.
current and potential drinking water problems resulting
Although the New Mexico Public Interest Research
Group is basically that-a research group-we cannot
from groundwater pollution. It is hoped the study will
serve as the basis for our participation in 208 Areawide.
ignore issues that adversely affect the public's interest,
....WasteTreatment: Management.Planning.·,,, ,.,, ..... , .... ,.,,~,..,,.,.,.<like Senaie-Bill·• :1:" '' ~ c ,,v•h• .. '· • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '
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Checking Account Survey
Albuq,
National
Bank

Number of Branches

17

American
Bank of
Commerce

8

Senior
Citizens

Senior
Citizens

No

Free checking
with Min •. Balance

Varies

$400.00

No

$1.00 +

bal. $100,
$2.50; to
$300, $2.;
to $400,
$1.50

10<;1/ck,
OR $1.00
+ 6 r; I ck.
-25 r1 I
$100 bal.

6 ¢I ck.

- 30q/ • '
$100 bal.

Fidelity
National
Bank

4

3

13

Unconditional
Free Checking

Monthly Service
Chargo for non· free
Accounts
(balance I charge/

El Valle
State
Bank

Citizens
Bank of
Albuq.-

Bank
of New
Mexico

Students,
Senior Cit/·
zens, anct othEtrs

No

$500.00

$300.00

$300.00

$1.00 +

bal. $100, $1.00 +.
$3.00; to
6¢ I thed
$200, $2.50;
to $300,
$1.50

UNM SlU·
""""· APS,
Senlor
Citizens

8 rlf ck,
- 30 "
'
$100
bal.

I

First
National
Bank

Plaza
del Sol
Nat'l Bank

17

1

. '74, '75
H.s .. a11d

Rio Grande
Valley
Bank

Republic
Bank

2

3

Anyone

$1.00 +
6q/ck.
- 25 'I I
$100 bal.

Wester!'!
Ban.k

4

1

No

Senio'r

Senior
Citizens

Senior
Citizens

$500.00

$300.00

$300,00

$300.00

$300.00

$1.50

10 'I I ck.
OR $1.00 +
6<;1/ ck.15 'I I $100
balance

10¢ I check
or to $100,
$3; to $200,
$2; to $300,
$1

bal. $100,
$3.00; to
$200, $2;
to $300, $1

$1.00 +
6 ¢i check

for one
year

College Grads,
Senior Citize{ls,
anct Others

•No

Southwest
National
Bank

SYNERGISM*

.

citizens,
teachers,
government
employees

4- ,/;:_~~--,

/~
None

None

None

$5.00

$4.00

$5.00

$5.00

$1.00

$3.0o'

None

$5.00

$1.00+
50¢1 mo.

$3.50 I
$3.25

$3.21 I
$2.99

$3.191
$2.99

$3.43/
$3.20 '

$3.30 I
$3,09

Minimum
Initial Deposit

$100.00

N'one

$5Q.OO

$50.00

$50.00

$50,00

$100.00

$50.00

None

Bounced Check

$4.00

$5.00

$4.00

$5.00

$5.00

$5.00

'$5.00

$5.00

$1.00 +
50¢ /mo.

$3.00

$2.00

$3.00

$2.00

$3.00

$1.00

f:'l'MPIRG is not just another student organization. By nature a PIRG is activist. It is a chance for students to collectively·focus their energies and dollars on some of the most glaring and unjust issues in our society. NMPIRG's
lawyers and scientists wilt research, investigate and take action. This could mean compiling a student rights handbook or filing suit in Federal District Court to halt a multi-million qotlar environmental disaster. Whatever course is
taken, it means playing for keeps, It is inevitable that in the coming year NMPIRG wilt upset the plans of those who
arbitrarily wield power in New Mexico.
PIRG people from all over the country came together in Ames, Iowa last month for the National PIRG Conference.
We traded ideas, talked strategies, shared victories and generally vented the exicitement we all feel knowing the
PIRG movement is MOVING.. There are now over 150 campuses organized in 26 states ranging in size from the giant
Oregon PIRG with a 200,000 budget to the not so giant, but very effective, Missouri PIRG with 30,000. Of all these,
none has the potential of NMPIRG. The two dollar per semester refundable fee wilt make NMPIRG the largest in the
co1,1ntry·relative to state population size. Judging from the impact much smaller PIRGs have had in their states, we
,
think NMPIRG can make a real difference in New Mexico.
NMPIRG is busy gearing up for Fall. Our staff recruitment campaign is underway and project areas are being
defined. This being our first newsletter, it's appropriate to look back on the two years it took to make NMPIRG happen. Some deep thank are in order. Thank you Board of Regents, your initial skepticism with funding NMPIRG was
understandable and your well reasoned decision to go ahead is appreciated. Thank you ASUNM and GSA for sup·
porting NMPIRG throughout the hard times of this first year. Thank you Peter and Katherine Montague and South·
west Research and Information Center for bringing the struggle home for so many of us. Thanks to all those who led
the drive over those two years. And thank you students for signing all those bothersome petitions, we hope to prove
ourselves worthy of your trust next year.
1 p
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Stop Payment

Rick Stewart
Chairperson
NMPIRG

*SYNERGISM: (Webster def. · cooperative action of discrete agencies such that the total effect is greater than the
sum qf effects taken independently.)

CHECKS
200 Personalized
Scenic I non-scenic

Flf!6 Line Checks

$3.19/
$2.99
Yes

$3.151
$2.90

No

$3.25/
$3.10

No

$3.20 I
$3.00

Yes

$3.40 I
$3.20
"No

$3.25/
$3.10

Yes

$3.35/
$3.15

Yes

-

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

. NMPIRG Sponsors
Th.ree CourseS

The Costs Of Checking
There are two basic costs associated with checking
accounts: the monthly service charge and the price of
the checks themselves. However, there are a number of
other costs that may or may not be apparent. Expens~s
such as stopping payment or the cost of a bounced
check are usually only provided whim expressly asked
for. Another not so obvious cost is the interest that is
lost by keeping high minimum balances for the free
checking privilege. Minimum initial deposits also
preclude earnings interest in a savings account These
cannot honestly be called free checki_ng services.
·
Costs can vary substantially between banks. Depen·
ding upon where you open an account you may receive
completely free checking or pay as much as $36 a year
for the same services. By studying this chart for a few
moments you may be able to save yourself that $36 a
year.
- This information was compiled on February 19, by
visiting all the banks listed in person. It is only as ac·
curate as the data given to us; if you find any conflicting
information, please let us know.

HOW TO USE THIS CHART:
As we have said the two main costs of checking are
the monthly service charges and the cost of checks. If
you look at the first row, Unconditional Free Checking,
you see that four banks will waive service charges for
students. Citizens and El Valle provide free checking to
all students. First National provides free checking for
1974 and 1975 high school and college graduates.
Valley Bank wilt give free checking to anyone for one
full year, students obviously induded
The last row reveals that three of the four, Citizens,
First National and Valley, that waive service charges,
will also provide free line checks. Line checks have only
your name and account number on, them. No home ad-

dress appears, nor are they numbered in sequence. As
you can see, a number of otl)er banks will also provide
free line checks. Valley Bank gives you 50 free fully per·
sonalized checks when opening up a new account.
Now that you have service free checking, take a look
at the special costs, bounced checks and stop payment
orders. All banks charge either $4 ir $5 for bounced
checks, something we all do at one time or another.
Take note that the Valley Bank charge is only $4, while
the others that offer free checking charge $5.
Stop payment charges range from 0 to $5. Once
again note that Valley Bank is the only one that
provides that service for free. Of special note here is
that Albuquerque National and Western have a sliding
fee for stop payment. This charge is representative of
actual cost since checks are only valid for six months
after the date they are written. These two banks charge
the customer $1.-this covers the first month, plus 50
cents for each additional month until the check comes
in, up to six months.
ihe minimum initial deposit can range from 0 to
$100. Of the banks that offer free checking, m1ty Valley.
Bank does not require a minimum initial deposit (obviously you must deposit something to open up an ac·
count). .
If you can maintain a large monthly minimum balan·
ce, most banks wilt provide you with Free Checking.
You will, however, be losing interest that could be ear·
ned in a savings account. That loss can be·substantial.
$300 in a savings account at 5% int~rest yields at least
$15 a year. You must compare how much a non-free account would cost to the interest lost by keeping high
monthlv balances.

Although Monthly Service Charges may look rather
complex, they are r~~tly, quite simple. There· are two

ways that charges can be computed Banks may use
one or the other or a mixture of the two; some may
allow the customer the option of choosing.
I. Some charge a fixed fee per check. The charge at

all Albuquerque banks using this method is tO cents per
check. If you write ten checks per month, your monthly
!lervice charge is ten x tO cent: $1 per month.
2. Others charge a flat rate per month regardless of
how many checks are written. Thus, for example, if you
maintain a larger balance of $150 at Et Valle Bank, the
monthly service charge will be $2.50 no matter how
many checks are written. At Plaza Del Sol the monthly
service charge is $150, no matter what monthly balan·
ce is maintained
3. A number of banks u·se a mixture of the above two
methOds. There is a flat monthly service charge of $1 in
all these cases plus six or eight cents per check written.
Some banks will also give a credit of 15 cents to 30 cen·
ts for every $100 of minimum balance. For example, at
Republic Bank with· a $200 minimum balance and
writing ten checks a month your service charges would
be:
$1 -· (6 cents x ten checks) - (15 cents x two) $1.30 per month.
By, assessing your own banking requirements and
determining how many checks you write, you can use
this chart to compare your current bank to other area
banks and determine the least e~pensive plan. There
are other considerations when choosing a bank.
Location is. very important. Is the bank convenient; con·
sider the cost of gas and time. Some banks are more
friendly than others, some don't treat everyone with the
same degree of friendliness. For those who do a lot of
banking there are special accounts available.
Only you can determine which is best for you. We
hope this will help.
·

Local Covernment
Internships
Still a third PIRG sponsored course is the city·
council government student internship project.
During this spring semester there are six students
working with city government and five with Ber·
nalitlo County. Prior to enlisting in the program each
student was responsible for finding a sponsoring
professor and arranging for a 3-credit Problems
course.
The NMPIRG. internship project is an im·
provement over internship programs of the past for
two major reasons. The first is that student interns
of the past have been recruited through professors
who know them. Students this time have come forward on their own spurred only by their personal in·
terest in getting involved with local government.
Secondly, interns of the past have been paid a
salary. The NMPIRG sponsored interns receive only
credit for their 10 to 15 hours of weekly workload. It
was reassuring to see that so many students had
this strong a commitment to learning about their
local government
One of NMPIRG's goals in this project is to help
students interested in city and county government
"get their foot in the door." Also, we hope to have the
more enthusiastic student interns available for corn·
mittee and cornmisssion vacancies as they occur.
This will ultimately give students a direct voice in
loci;!l government affairs.

.

Affirmative Action
NMPIRG is actively working toward use of fair, non·
discriminatory employment policies by Albuquerque
banks which will insure fair opportunity and treat·
ment for women and minorities.
·
A recent Albuquerque Human Rjghts Com·
mission study proved many banks and other finan·
cial institutions follow illegal hiring and promotion
methods. There are very few minority group mem·
bers !lmployed, nearly all lower level employees are
female, and most administrators are male. One local
bank even uses a pink job application form for
women and a blue form for men.
About 20 students are receiving UNM course
credit for investigating illegal job policies of banks.
They are first studying Affirmative Action, which is
designed to help businesses treat all employees and
job applicants fairly. Following this part of the cour·
se, "students will approach banks, evaluate affirmative action plans, and · help draft plans if
requested to do so. ·
Banks are required to follow affirmative action
policies by a United States presidential order issued
several years ago under Lyndon Johnson. If banks
refuse to follow the law, NMPIRG will consider pur·
suing legal action to force compliance.
While banks are the final focus of the class,
students wilt primarily learn what affirmative action
is and how they can personalty use it in the future to
fight discrimination. To this end, such speakers as
Robert Jones and Theresa Sanchez of the UNM
Law School Title VII Law Clinic and Frank Meranda
and Jesse Sandoval of the Albuquerque Human
Rights Commission are appearing before the class.

Prescription Drugs
Another NMPIRG sponsored course is a prescrip·
tion drug pricing survey.
Course work consists of comparing prices of
generically named prescription drugs to their brand
named counterparts in Albuquerque drug stores.
Also included in the survey will be price variations
and ~ervices as they differ from drug store to drug
store. Thus, the purpose of the survey 'is two-fold.
One is to promote what is lacking in the bill just
passed in the New Mexico Legislature, HB 62. The
bill permits substitution of generically named drugs
for the more expensive brand named at the
druggist's discretion. Unfortunately, an amendment
that would have required druggists to pass on to
consumers any cost saving in substituting a cheaper
brand was defeated
The sponsors of the bill say the intent is to Sl'IVe
'public monies by allowing the cheapest brands to be
dispensed in welfare prescriptions. Critics of the bill
argue that it wilt be of little benefit to consumers. It
is, however, a step in the right direction, and our final
report ~ill l-iopefulty convince consumers that they
should be benefitting more directly.
The second purpose of the survey will be strictly
consumer information. The final rkport will make
available to local consumers information on price
and service variations that' exist from store to store.
The more adequately informed consumer• is then
free to make up his/her own mind

D. POLSTON

"If you haiJe to ask you car• 't afford it."
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Nursing College _Adopts Mastery System
(Conti(lued from page U

material, take part in small grqup
official,
discussions, use audio-visual aids
The content was changed from and participate in clinical exthe traditional nursing courses to periences.
modulated groups of information.
The ·faculty leads the smaU
- : There are now five uthemes" of
groups, tutors and advises the
study: nurses as professionals, students, and works with the
the nursing process, the client as students in the simulator labs
the recipient of care from birth to and clinical areas. ·Senior studenold age and from a state of health ' ts also assist in the simulator
to death, the health care system labs.
and the communications in"There were a few major
teraction process.
These t"hemes are presented in discomforts in the beginning,"
five levels averaging 10-16 weeks Weiss admitted. "The program
in length. In levels one and two, took a while to get off · the
students deal with clients in the ground. But now the program is
state of health or with minor running fairly smoothly," she
deviations from health. In levels said.
Murray said two big problems
three an,d four they deal with
that .the faculty and the
were
more complex problems where
the client is usually hospitalized students were thrown into the
or seeking help .in the com· program together and all at once.
munity. Clients may· be groups, Also, most· of the students had
such as families, as well as in- never been in a self-paced
dividuals. The last level consists situation before and they had to
of a ten-week period before
graduation when the student
Watch For Our
does a type of "mini-internship"
·Re-Opening
in the area of his/her choice.

NMPIRG is concerned over recently reported cases
of cadmium poisoning in silversmiths employed by a
local manufacturing company.
Medical tests were done on the affected employees,
and the evidence to date confirms the danger of heavy
metals poisoning to silversmiths. State c;r ,d federal
government officials were reluctant to tell ..~s anything
about the problem, so NMPIRG forced disclosure
of the data by citing the Freedom of InformatiOn Act
(FOIA). The FOIA is a valuable public interest tool
~ere confronted with agency "foot·draggin~."
NMPIRG is concerned with the reluctance on the
part of our state health agency to Inform potential vic·
tims of the hazards involved in working with liquid
solder. Any follow-up action on the part of NMPIRG
will be determined by the laboratory analyses reports
which have been promised to us by early March. We
will update you on the situation in the next newsletter.

Posters, Pamphlets
Do you know )Our rights as a tenant? Are you
aware of how the new Equal Credit Opportunity
Act protects your credit worthiness as a woman?
Do you have questions regarding the con·
troversial Equal Rights Amendment?
The PIRG office has pamphlets which should
answer your questions. Also available are the
following posters: Black Mesa Defense, Save the
Gila, and a pictorial illustration of the "Califor·
nification" of New Mexico. Stop by our office at
Mesa Vista Hall and pick one up.

Come Join Us!
Any student who would like to get academic credit
while working on an NMPIRG project need not wait
around for PIRG to define the issues. We want and
need your ideas and input. Attend the next PIRG
meeting which will be announced in "Lip Service" in the
Lobo.
Talk w1th your professors about classwork credit for
looking into a problem in the community or doing
research on a project that could have local or statewide
impact. This could be done on a Problems Course
basis.lf there's an issue you feel strongly enough about
to devote some summer hours to 'it and at the same
time earn credit, check out the possibilities with NM·
PIRG.
This opens real opportunities for our university to
commit its resources to helping us achieve a more
m~aningful moral and educational identity. Op·
portunities abound in NMPIRG for students to turn .
their frustrated idealism into constructive change.

PIRGBoard
Elections Soon
The New Mexico Public Interest Research Group
has nine board of directors, elected twice yearly - on·
ce in the spring, once in the fall. At each election half
the board is seated, the main purpose being that an en·
tire new board doesn't begin its duties "cold."
The next elections will be in April. Elected terms are
for a year, and NMPIRG board of directors are ex·
peeled to attend meetings and involve themselves with
projects. The board has primary responsibility for
deciding policy arid setting priorities.. Therefore,
anyone considering throwing her/his hat in the ring
should consider that being an active "pirgie" is
definitely occasionally time consuming. Details for in·
terested students will appear in future issues of the
"Lobo."
Our current board is evenly divided between
graduate and undergraduate students, all of who have
found active involvement to be rewarding, but far from
impossible.

Another aspect of the new
curriculum is the nursing elective.
''Students can take in-depth
courses in areas never offered
before," Weiss said.
However, mimy of the elec•
tives will not begin until next fall
when the new curriculum is completed, Murray said.
The new teaching style is
"auto-tutorial," Weiss said'.
There are few, if any, lectures.
Mostly the students read the
i'"'
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learn the system.

"It is easy to misinterpret the
confusion in the college," Weiss
said. "You must remember that
in the last five year.s we began a
new organizational structure,
planned and moved into a new

building, gained three times as
many students, twice as many
faculty members and we now
have a new curriculum. In the
last two years, we have rewrit·
ten aU of the teaching materials.
Our. students are doing a good
job coping with new system and

are not dropping out of the
program like flies as some people
believe," she said.
"The majodty of the faculty is
commiltcd to the new curriculum
and we feel the overall outcome
is wnrt.h the effort," she said,
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When it comes to getting a perfect Levi's fit,
come to the County Seat store! Because Levi's is
our only line! And because County Seat has the
largest sel~ction of sizes in Levi's Jeans around.
In cotton denim, pre-washed denim, pre-shrunk
and corduroy. Stop in and_ have yourself a fit!
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Italian Subs
in the
Quivira
Book Shop
111 Cornell S.E.
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save
your soles

YOU SAW THEM IN THE SUPER BOWL!
NOW YOU CAN SEE THEM HERE!

by wearing sandals

The Liveliest, Fun Group in the Country! A cast of fifty students
who have toured the world presenting a new. uplifting Look at Life!
If you watched the Super Bowl, the Up With People troupe provided
the half·time entertainment!

from burnt wood/old town
and formerly simon-evangel
from $18 to $25

Two Performances starting at 8:00 p.m.
MARCH 18 and 19

spring special $14.95

KIVA AUDITORIUM" ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER
Tickets on sale at: SRO. Courtesy Dodge {both loca!JOrtsJ. Kostlers.

Now Open At

RetdiJng s Uptown and The General Store

Presented in Albuquerque bY

.,

Cottrtesy Dodge t}

Coronado Center

1200 Lomas NE • 843-9600 • 921 Eubank NE

3
1

They'll _Save ·Y..«:»u. ~~ney!
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CORN DOGS FOR ONLV

'Just : thinkin'
abouftfiose
hot dogs
makes you
hunlJry.''

99c

GOOD ONLY
At 4201 Central Ave., N.E.
Expires March 14
One coupon per

-tomer.

Valid at thll 0£11 WIENEIISCH~ITZEL locllt!On anly.

'
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BOREDWALK

Film: "La Chinoise," directed by p.m. SUB,
Jean-Luc Godard, about Maoist Film: A film for all you cult-hero
o youth in France, will show worshipers will show Friday.
.g tonight at the SUB, 7 & 9 p.m. $1 ''Performance" with Mick
;_, admission for all SUB.films.
Jagger, directed by Nichola Roeg
:;j Film: Judy Gar Ia nd 's most (''Walkabout"), 7, 9, & 11 p.m.
o memorable film, "A Star is SUB.
.§ Born," directed by George NQ·Sh11w: No film in the SUB
>-: Cukor; with James Mason and Saturday,
~ Charles Bickford, music by
!:: Harold Arien and Ira Gershwin, Music: Seraphim Trio, Keller
will show tomorrow, 7 ~&_9_:_a_o___
H_a_ll_,t_o_n_ig_h_t_,8_:_15_p_.m_._ _ __
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ANTIQUES
3409

N.E.

e

256·7103

New Selection Of Quilts

~16950

MOTOJI OVERHAUL

ALIGN RODS
fR~E. ESTIMATES · .
NEW .GASKET
F.\JLL' PRJCE.LAtpR.&.
NEW OIL
MRlS - ENGINE ..
TUNE-UP E~N~,:CONDillbN Pe.~MITTI~

I

\.

Discussing Women In Ptlson:
Sttuggle. to Sutvlve Not Very Easy
"Women in Prison"
discretion
of
the
staff. off all medication because addicts
Kathern Watterson B1trkhart
Sometimes prescriptions are not are not permitted to have drugs ..
Popular Library/$1. 75
chel!ked and inmates die from the
•
*
*
wrong medicine.
Burkhart also exposed many
Review by Linda Landini
One 56-year-old woman stated
of the myths people believe about
Women t'n Prison is a gripping that she had cancer of the ab- women and crime. The attorney
report of women living in chaos, domen and was ~upposed to
general of Ohio, William J.
and their struggle to survive
Brown, said in an opinion, "Very
while serving time in modern
few women commit serious
prisons. Burkhart exposes the
crimes. One of the biggest things
savage, sexist and callous treatthey do is pass bad checks."
ment of these women, young and
old, first offenders and lifers.
~
They all. have Q.ne thing in comBurkhart states the three
mon: no one gives a damn.
receive radium treatments while major reasons for the rise of
Burkhart covers many aspects serving her · sentence at the crime among w11men as women's
. of our nation's penal institutions. California Institute for Women. liberation, society, and the
She traveled around the country She never received any such police. Women do commit crimes.
doing extensive research, talking treatments. The staff told her They are sent to institutions for
to inmates and interviewing. she should have thought about life and they are treated like
people in charge of the in· the cancer treatments when she animals in many cases.
stitutions. She paints a clear pic- committed the crime.
ture of life and death in w11men's
The book deals honestly with
Burkhart said "up to 80 per
prisons.
cent 11f the women in some the :violence, sexual perversion,
Some of the atrocities prisons receive thorazine, brutality
and
other
Burkhart discusses include libri!Jm or other drugs on a daily dehumanizing f11rces that are
solitary confinement cells, where basis to keep them manageable." part of the life of imprisoned
the women are kept for months These women become addicted women-the most savagely op·
without clothes; where they and once addicted are then taken pressed miRC~rity in our nation.
sleep 11n cold tile floors; have no
bathroom facilities; shower once
a week and receive beatTngs from
male guards if they complain.
Some women spend two years
in prison waiting for their trials.
Masters and Ph.D. Degree Programs in Accounting
Woman and adolescents are kept
at the University of Illinois - Urbana campus
in the same cells, and often are
made to strip before the others
Professor W. Morley Lemon
as punishment. The prisoners
and
who are sick or mentally disturMs. B~cky Falk
bed rarely receive effective
graduate student
treatment, and medicine is hanwill be available on the U.N.M. camplt's
ded 11ut at random and at the _
Wednesday, March 10
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CLUTCH ADJUSTED
'STEERING ADJUSltO.

·NEW POIN'I:S. PLUG:~
CARBURETOR (\DJU~'TEQ.
OIL CHANGE .
'.
CLEAN SCREEN

............
....am
I;#

,

MIO • 111141 •• IIW '

,

......

Mt<C)aOO

Corduroy
Big·Bells
Tan, Green
Navy, Blue
Sand, Brown,
Burgundy

$14.50
lobo
0

men•s
2 I 20 Centr.atS.I.

ShOP
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Drama: Harold Pinter's "Birthday Party" will be celebrated
by the UNM\ Drama Dept. at
Rodey Theatre\ Friday and Saturday, 8p.m.
·Music: Bruce D11uglas, v11ice,
Saturday, 4 p.m.
Music: Bad C11mpany in concert,
tonight,
8
p.m.,
Civic
Auditorium.
Poetry: The Department of
Modern and Classical Languages
will present Dr. Lautaro
Vergara, who will read his poetry
in the Kiva. Also on the program
is guitarist Hector Garcia.
Tomorrow, 8p.m., Kiva.
TeeVee: Student Activities
daytime drama with Gene Autry
continues this week with No. 8;
also the art programs c11ntinue
with Sculpture and Poetry.
Every day this week, 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., SUB ballroom lobby.

Watch For Our
- Re-Opening
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~~~'f.J~
Italian Subs
in the
Quivira
Book Shop
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Tonight
.
.

'

Jerry Weintrab' Concerts West Presents in Concert

Special Guest
I

Ted Nugent
Albuquerque Civic
Wednesday, March 10, 1976
. 8:00PM

6.8 points a game for the year,
a~d Steve's efforts brought up
h1s average to 2.5 points per contest,
To further illustrate the gutty
play by the Davises the final
UNM basketball stats show Dan
leading the team's individuals
with Cacy and Steve in second
and third place. At the bottom of
the stat sheet is a line entitled
"others.'' "Others" averaged 59.8
points a game for the 75-76
season.

Scoring 20-plus points and
guiding your team to a win over
the defense-minded UTEP
Miners is normally a very im·
pressive performance.
It is even more astounding
when two guard-sized basketball
players rip nine and five boards
apiece in the contest when Texas·
El Paso is still in the running for
a post-season tournament bid.
On top of that, one who is a ·
regular starter, the other who
got occasional playing time,
pulled off the upset with only the
help of fellow varsity player (but
non-starter) Norm Cacy and the
junior varsity squad. The five
leading scorers on the team quit
because of disagreements with
Coach Norm Ellenberger.
The dynamic duo, Dan and
Steve Davis (unrelated), were
rewarded for their efforts Monday as they were named joint
WAC players of the week .
Dan pumped in 20 points and
pulled down nine boards. Steve
got 22 points and grabbed five
caroms. Even with the UTEP
tally figures Dan on)y averaged

In
Saturday
night's
preliminary in University Arena
the Daily LOBO surged to a ninepoint half-time lead over
ASUNM, then held on for a 40·36
cage victory.
A zone defense, the superb
coaching of Del ."Pseudo Norm"
, Jones, and their "perimetel'·-Of·
fense" enabled the Low Beaus to
gain the early advantage .
Forwards Mike "Red Ears"
Gallagher and Mike ("Black
Eye"
O'Connor
put
the
newspaper ahead on short, netswishing jumpers. Gallagher Jed
his squad in the total-p.oints
column.
In the end, however, it was the
inside play, both defensively and
offensively, by center Wend ell
"Kareem" Hunt which gave the
journalists their revenge from an
earlier loss. Hunt intimidated
ASUNM with several blocked
shots, and he dominated the
hoards on both sides of the court.
ASUNM gave the motivated
Low Beaus a scare in the waning
minutes as Ed Telles got hot
from the outside and Tom
Williams led the politician's fast
break. Williams topped
ASUNM's scoring Jist.
It was an all-around victory for
the LOBO

1969
Prices

Tickets on Sale Now:
Albuquerque Ticket Agency 883-1080
(in Coronado Center)
Gold Street
(across UNM)
Maynord's
(Old Town)

By Harold Smith
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Steve Davis

Bean Bag Village
Quality Bean

~ag
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Sale
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Good Selection
Best Prices
Phi Alpha Theta

f:"umiture

Couches

Lol.lriges'
Love Seats
Discs · Chairs
"Refills
Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Guarantee
10% off with this ad

(History Honorary)
Will Have its annual
sale Thursday
9:00 - 4:00 On The Mall

enaul Blvd. NE 299·1295

LOBO Zaps
Senate in Pit

.

Ill.._.._

:

!l

to discuss these degree programs
For more information - please contact:
Professor Edwin Caplan
Department of Accounting

$2395

.SPECIAL MAJOR TUNIN.
..
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TIMf'o4G AOJUsTEb

Steve, Dan Are WAC Players of Week

~

.JIJCONDITIONED
VOLKSWAGENi''O• S.ALE
,

Watch For Our
Re-Opening
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UNM STUDENTS, FACULTY------------------~
& STAF,F
Factory Direct Tire Warehouse has made arrangements for you to purchase top ~·Jalfty tires, Datterles and
shock absorbers directly from their warehouse at 4815 Jefferson N.E. In Albuquerque. Factory Direct Tire
Warehouse Is not open to the general public.
All products offered .are manufactured by some of the nations most respected manufacturers under private.
brand names. Additional Information can be obtained at the Warehouse.
Factory Direct Tlre·provides convenient one stop service Including free mounting at cash.and carry prlcee.¥¥
Additionally, electronic balancing, shock Installation, brake, suspension afld wheel alignment services are available at
the Warehouse at highly competitive prices. ALL services. are performed by experienced skilled mechanics. A
location map Is provided for your convenience.
D•rrel A. Gr•J
+¥Passenger tubeless steel wheels only. Modest charges for other types of wheels.
Manager

4-PLY

SHOCK ABSORBERS

STEEL RADIALS

30,ooo;.MILE GUARANTEE

MADE BY ONE OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST SHOCK ABSORBER
MANUFACTURERS

50,000 MILE GUARANTEE

TOP-LIIII QUALITY-MAXIMUM SAFETY
PREMIUM* 78 SERIES POLYESTER

Full 4-ply whitewall. Manufactured by one of the
world's largest tire makers. lifetime road hazard,
. workmanship and materials guarantee. 30,000mile tread wear guarantee.

Jf.Jf.

...

A71x13
C78x14
E71x14
F78x14
1178114
H78x14
L78X15
H71X15
L71X15
511Dx15
A78x15

ftt

FREE~IOUNTJNG

1a

37.15
41.75
43.45
44.45
47.55
50.10
47.25
50.20
52.95
37.90
37.35

111.97
20.19
Z1.15
22.65
Z3.8Z
Z5.&5
ZU2
H.24
Z7.90
17.90
Z1.37

1.74
2.04
2.25
2.39
2.55
Z.75
2.51
2.80
3.81
1.81

UO

IIOAD HAZAIID QUAIUUoTI!R {NO Tlllll LI•ITI Foe1ory 01..-ct Tiro guoront- th~ original purchlhlt H 1 road hazard occur& during the llfa o~ the original
tread, such· p.rson wtU receive credit on a new tire baaed
on the percentage of original purchue coat equal to the
percentage of trC'ad Wllal' ...... not InclUding Federal ExciM
iax, ·state or locAl ta:tM. (Does not apply to truck,
co.mm•nclal, or off-the-road tlret.)

HEAVY DUTY
lifetime Guarantee· for as fong as you own the csr.
41or $25.95
$6.95 .. ,h

LOAD STABILIZERS
Ufetim~

Guarantee· for as long as you ov/J1the car.

(Frohtsand Rears)

2 lor $27.50

Sl3.95 eaeh

AIR ADJUSTABLE SHOCKS !Kitrncludedl
lifetin'l.e Guarantee· for as long as you own the car.
2 Tor $39,7:;.

MACPHERSON SIRUfS &
INSTALLATION

Nowfflhespecialshocksfot Datsuns, Votkswagens. Toyotas,

Capris Colts, Mazda_s and Fiats, & other f_oreign cars.
1

LOW COMPLETE PRICES NOW
POSTED IN OOR WAREhOUSE
TIIEAD WUII GUAIIANTII! (NO TIMI. LIMIT) Factory Direct Trre guarllnleea the original purcha.Mr the
toll mUeage fOf' which the original tire wea guaranteed, or
be given a credl1 on ~ new tire baled on the original
purchaM priCe prota1ed on lhe bail• of mllMQI uMd,
not Including FedO<al ExclM Tu, otato and loc* fuM.
EIU.MPLE: If 1 $35 tiro. with II 50,000 rnJ1e guaranlM
we-era amooth it 25,000 mllft·, t~ piJrcha.Mr wf)l recel.,.
a S17.50 crOdH toward ttwl purch... ol • , _ dro. Thla
wl>eol
portion ol tho guoronleo 11 prOdleetOd upon
alignment_ and normal driving condltlonl It normal

pr-

opeodt.

ITUL IIIDIIL 7IISIIEI
Superb handling, great lraction, long mileage and
fuel economy. Whitewalls. lifetime road hazard,
workmanship and materials guarantee. 50,000mi le tread wear guarantee.

Jf.Jf. FREE MOUNTING

...

ftt

Ta

2.

CLASSIFIEi>
ADVERTISING

FOUND: 'fennls .racket In Johnson Gym. l!)cntify
clnlm J(l Hoom 17o.3/U
Mal~ tan and,;.,w:...h~it_e_d_!l_g,-b-e-tw-c-·e-n-S~U-ve-r
aiJII Yale. Ab(lut olght months old. Reward! Call
843·7277 answl)rs wname of Riley. 3/11

LOST:'"

Uateat15 c:~ul.ll per word p~r day, one dollal
·IJllnlmum, Advllt'tlsomenh run live or more
consecutive days with no changea, nine cen•
ts per wnrd per day jno refundslf cancelled
before five lnaertlo!lsl, (Jiasslflell ad·
vertlHemonta muat be paid In advance,

1.

REWARD, SJJ.,VErt and turquoise nccklac:e. Sen•
tlmental value too. Leave message for Gwen 898·
38~. 8·5:00. 3/12
•
FOUND: MEN'S Prescription glasses (damr,gcd).
On terrace just west of Ferri!! Eng. Bldg, Clnhn
Rm 131 Marron Hall._ ~112·---·------

3.

PERSONALS

rim"GNAN'f ANI) NEED HEI,P'!You have frlcn·
ds who care at Birthright •.247·9819. tfn
NEEDA RES'r from Mom's cooking? Foot long
hot dogs .35 cents, 11·3 Oklo's, 3/31
SUICIDE:

A-p~;;;;~ncnt solution t~mporary

r_:oblc~. AGOI~~_,_27?·301~.

· LmARN SELF;PEFENSE. Classes now opening
with private lessons available-Call 836·4013 after
5:00p.m. 3/lO

LOST & FOUND

3/._1_2_ _ __
llEAU'l'I.FUI, SKIING 11t Purg11tory Ski Area for
aprlng vncation, Excellent conditions, 78" mid·
way, poWdllr ami pnckcri powder skiing. Head for
Durango, Colorado. 3/10
DEA[>J,INE for Phot~-;;tcst entries is Satur•
dt&y, Gunrunner, 3107 Central NE. 3/12

SERVICES

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photogra•
phy Gnllcry ls l/2 blllck from Johnson Gym on
Cornell. Special order service, tfn
PASSPORT, IOENTIFJCATION photos. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing. Nc11r UNM, Call
265·24H or cqmc to 1717 Girard Blvd • .NE, tfn
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Reasonable rates. 292·
1285, 3/23
PETJTION DIVORCES arranged hy legal clerk
$36 plu$ filing fee. Grnh11rn, 6077 Bellcvull no,l()2, ·
Fall Church, Virginia 22041. 3/12
AUTO TUNING reasonable, 1211 Copper NE,
Rear east. 3/10

SUPREME TYPING SERVICE:, Call Now, 2B8·
4860. 3/26
QUALITY:-:-;.T:::Y:::P~i...-N:::G~fo_r_m_a_n_u_s_cr-ip-t-~.....-:th-esos,
disscrt11tlons, etc. Cash on dolivery. Call Kathy:
277·4204. 3/12
-·~....,....,..,-~"·-.~-------~·.

--·

--

_,_.....,.._,_

__

PROF'ESSION AL 'r¥J'IST. lBM selectric.
G\l11rantccd accumcy with reasonable rates. 298·
7147. 3/26
LAW SCHOOL A OMISSION test April 10.
I'rcpnre now, call Professlllnal Educators of New
Muxico, Inc., 255·4050, 4/5

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share ex·
• pcnscs $50 monthly, 296·8454 after 6:00p.m. Ask
for Jim. 3/10
ROOMMATE WANTED; 2 bdrm
$55/utilities. C111l Don 266·7245. 3/12

apt.
·

TWO BEDROOM APAR'l'MEN'l'. NJcc Southeast
location. $85 month. $50 security dePilsit, 294·
~'!!.242·!i6fi6, .;:31:_::1"=2===-=--=----:--:BES'I' UNM APAI\'l'MF;NTS. Spacious, nicely
furnished, Carpets, dishwashers, poll), refrig·
crated air, $Hfi.$!70, bills pnid. Call manager
255-?685 !!!:_se.~ 205·2_D9 Columbia SE.S/23_________

5. FORSALE .

KRISHNA INDIA IMPORT. Gauze clothings,
fabrics, gift spices. 25 per cent off on certain
itcms,.2920 Central SE. 266·8~53. 3/12
1969 OLDSMOBILE·98 all power, Good condition.
$850 or nearest offer. Call Okunor, 277·5644
(work} or 243·421H (home). 3/10
1966 MUSTANG 3-spced, new transmissi()n and
clutch, reupholstered, $900, 256·1378. 3/10
USED, GOOD CONDITION Yamaha FG·l80
guitar, case & accessories. New $209,00; asking
$150.00. Call 873·1159 evenings. 3/12
1970 TRA VELALI., Automatic, Power brakes,
steering, Air •.$1300.881-7386 evenings. 3/12

ROYAL ELECTRIC portable typewriter $45, 268·
1595. 3/22
.
CONCRl!;'rE
CON S'l'RU C'riON.
Patios, .. TYPEWRITERS-Adler Tippa, new. $79 one year
sidewalks, driveways, etc, Ex·contractor-now
Warranty. Duke City Typl,lwritcr, 1325 San Mateo
19" GITANE 10-spced bicycle, b11rely used, still
st11ff accountant. 268-.2006 Pete. Reasonable! After
NE, 265·8347. 3/12
under wa;ranty, $100. 64 Podge Dart $100.
5 p.m. 3/22
-=-·=-E::::-::::::----::D:-=:~-:----:-------,--~
8 T RE0 EPT. Closing all 75 stereo depart· Lc&ving town must sell, 243·5821.. 3/10
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Eleckic, film ribbon,
ment. Rccord!lrs, components, 8·tracks, CB's 40·50
57 INT. METRO VAN, bed, stove, sink, 6 cyl,
$.75 per double-spaced page. 842-6759. 3/~2
per C!lnt off, while they last. Q1Jality Stereo, 3105 - Runs good $450, 55 Pont V-8, runs great, looks
Central NE. 256·3505, 3/22
b~d, $200. David 881·4271. 3/22
OKIE'S will meet all advertised keg prices.... 50
1966 PONTIAC STATIONWAGON, automatic,
free lQo11. plastic cups with each keg. Special
power steering, $400, lOl Cedar NE. 3/12
TIRED OF COOKING & cleaning? Live at the
prices on three or more kegs. 3/12
College Inn, heated pool, plenty of parking, maid
RECORDS THE VILLAGE GREEN, 2227 Lead
COLOR TV. Brand name, big screen. Assume
service, all you can cat & we wash the dishes. 303
SE 1:0\1-6:00 p.m., Lead & Yale, Specialize in 60's
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
Ash NE,243·2661, 3/12
rock ~ roll. 3/23 ·
262-0637' 3/22
3 ROOM APT near campu~ $110 plus utilities, $50
BICYCLE SALE; French Gitanes from Renault,
SINGE}1 MACJUNE. Left in layaway. Not
deposit, 345·3844. 3/12
$130 list only $115 from R.C. Hallett's, 843·
claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zigzag, etc. Pay
9378, trn
UNFURNISHED STUDIO on campus 293·7789,
$26.00 and take machine. 3105 Central NE, 262·
.
pets, parking, 3/22
0637. 3/22

4. FORRENT ·

6. EMPLOYMENT.

Watch For·Our ·
Re-Opening
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Wednesday
"La Chinoise"

t\'

£~nv~J!S!! u!=£!~~~~
up a good time in this sailcloth espadrille! Looking good
... feeling great ... stepping out in
Footworks shoes.

....

A dazzling,
funny, prophetic
study of Parisian
students playing
at revolution.

PAR'!' TiME JOB, Graduate students only. Afternoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
and Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply
in person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor,
5704 Lomas NE. 3/12
CONSTRUCTION FIRM seeks canvascrs.
Average weekly commission $18~ and up, Arrange
hours, 293·3886, 268·3168, 3/10
CLOWNS NEEDED tp sell balloons at Shopping
Center. Call Gary 881·3906. 3/22
ADD $20/evcning to your present income. Call
255-6309 4·5PM only, 3/10

7.

TRAVEL

EUROPE (from $289 r,t.) ASIA (from $499 r;t,)
Low cost jet fares all over the world Railpasses,
etc.I.T.S, (303)443·7584. 2031 Broadway, Boulder,
Colo, 80302. 3/10
VISIT RUSSIA; Leningrad, Pctrozabodsk,
Novgorod, Moscow, Odessa, Kiev, Budapest,
Prague. June 9·July 8. Total cost•$1442, lndudcsmcals, transportation, hotels. $200 deposit. Con·
tact George Harutunian at 351·A Ortega H111l, 277·
2434, home 298·2229. 3/10

8. MISCELLANEOUS
ADVOCATE CAFFERTY needs $6000 to sue 535
Congress and 15 Oil Corps., 645 Cardenas
SE, 3/12
FOR CREATIVE HANDMADE clothing & crafts.
Hand SUtch Co·op, 2000 Central SE, 247-4498, 10·
6 Mon·Sat., New members welcome. 3/26
NEEDED, Antiques, old furniture, junk, leather
and fur coats-Cash Paid-Anything Goes Ltd,
1106 Central SE, 243·6464. 3/23
"HAYWIRE MUSIC!" WedMsday night Penguin
Lounge, Friday Okic's. For hire 243·3632, 8775587. 3/23

Houe For Sale
1817 Sigma Chi NE • 5 Bedrooms plus
Space for 2 more bedrooms,
Recreation Room, Dining Room, Den, Uvlng
2'1• Bath!;, Call: Ted C. Manders, Realtor

Thursday
"A Star
Is Born"
With Judy Garland

266-1464

881·7316

7 & 9:30

'

Ftdday
natutal
muslin
came I
green
navy

7 & 9 & 11

"Performance"

*********
**
*
*
*
~
i
*
lt
I*
*Free Daytime Activities*

PRESENTS
!............................................!

*

"DESK SET"
§
Starring
Katherine Hepburn J.
*·
Spencer Tracy
::5 ~
.
.....,_ Wednesday, March 10 ,..

*
..

**
*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *
J:

_

Jllf"

SUB Theatre
7&9pm
2937 Monte Vista, N.E.

3107 Eubank, N.E.

123 W. Water
.···L~::::::::_.=......:..:.....:..:...=-......;.;,.;,··....;..(o_n,.t.;.h.;.._e_T_r•_·a.;.ng;;.;.~...;e)..;...;.·.;. .·;,.........;;....;..;..;.._.-;.-....;....;V_i_....._......_....._..,.(s_·~-~~-~-f'_e_)_ __,

$1.00

*.·

:

lOam; and l2:30pni
SUB Theatre

~

J

.f

J

*

Sponsored by ASUNM ""-·

Studen:~tivities .

"********

